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Abstra t. CEM is an email management system whi h stores its email
in a on ept latti e rather than in the usual tree stru ture. By using
su h a on eptual multi-hierar hy, the system provides more exibility in
retrieving stored emails. The paper presents the underlying mathemati al
stru tures, dis usses requirements for their maintenan e and presents
their implementation.

1 Motivation
The way standard email management systems store mails is dire tly derived
from the tree stru ture of le management systems. This has the advantage that
trees have a simple stru ture whi h an easily be explained to novi e users. The
disadvantage is that at the moment of storing an email the user already has
to foresee the way she is going to retrieve the mail later. The tree stru ture
for es her to de ide at that moment whi h riteria to onsider as primary and
whi h as se ondary. For instan e, when storing an email regarding the organization of a onferen e, one has to de ide whether to organize one's dire tories like
mineau/i s2000/program ommitee or like onferen es/i s/i s2000/
organisation/mineau. This problem arises espe ially if a user ooperates with
overlapping ommunities on di erent topi s.
In this paper, we present the Con eptual Email Manager CEM. It uses a
formal ontext as its stru ture for storing email rather than a tree. This allows
the user to retrieve emails via a on ept latti e following di erent paths. For the
example above this means that one need not de ide whi h of the two paths to
use for storing. For retrieving the mail later, one an onsider any ombination
of the at hwords in the two paths.
Con ept latti es are de ned in the mathemati al theory of Formal Con ept
Analysis [12℄. A on ept latti e is derived from a binary relation whi h assigns
attributes to obje ts. In our appli ation, the obje ts will be all emails stored by
the system, and the attributes will be at hwords like ` onferen es', `mineau',
and `organisation'. We assume the reader to be familiar with the basi notions of
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By at hwords we mean small natural language phrases under whi h the user may
meaningfully lassify do uments.

Formal Con ept Analysis, and refer otherwise to [3℄ and to pro eedings of past
ICCS onferen es.
There are related approa hes to the above stated problem. For instan e
the on ept of a virtual folder was introdu ed in a program alled View Mail
(VM) [6℄. A virtual folder is simply a olle tion of email do uments retrieved
in response to a query. The virtual folder on ept has more re ently been popularized by a number of open sour e proje ts, e. g. [8℄. Our system di ers from
those proje ts in both the understanding of the underlying stru ture via formal
on ept analysis, and the implementation.
Our approa h is also related to the library information system implemented
in the Center of Interdis iplinary Studies at Darmstadt University of Te hnology [7℄. That system is based on the management system TOSCANA for Coneptual Information Systems [11℄. The retrieval omponent of both our system
and the library system provide basi ally the same fun tionality. The di eren e
lies in the support for the user maintaining and updating the email olle tion.
This is due to the fa t that, while in the library system maintenan e is allowed
only to the librarian and/or a knowledge engineer, in an email management system storing emails is an essential and often used feature whi h requires some
semi-automati support for an untrained user.
In the next se tion, we will des ribe the mathemati al stru tures of the Coneptual Email Manager. Requirements for their maintenan e are dis ussed in
Se tion 3. Issues related to an implementation of the requirements are dis ussed
in Se tion 4. The paper is on luded by an outlook on future work.
In this paper we endeavor to pre isely de ne the behavior of a natural user
interfa e for managing emails based on Formal Con ept Analysis. Although designing the interfa e to exhibit simple and rational behavior to the user, the
exa t semanti s with respe t to the underlying program stru tures the reader
will nd are rather detailed.

2 Stru tures Underlying CEM
We assume that the reader is familiar with the following two basi notions of
Formal Con ept Analysis: formal ontext and on ept latti e. De nitions and
examples an be found in [3℄ or in previous ICCS pro eedings.
In this se tion, we des ribe the system on a stru tural level; we abstra t from
implementation details. They will be dis ussed in Se tion 3. Basi ally, we an
distinguish three fundamental stru tures:
1. A formal ontext whi h assigns to ea h email a set of at hwords;
2. a hierar hy on the set of at hwords in order to de ne an information ordering over the at hwords;
3. and a me hanism for reating on eptual s ales whi h are used within a
graphi al interfa e for the retrieval of emails.
These three stru tures are dis ussed in detail in the remainder of this se tion.

2.1 Assigning at hwords to emails
In the on eptual email manager, we use a formal ontext (G; M; I ) for storing
the emails and for assigning at hwords to them. The set G ontains all emails
stored in the system, the set M ontains all at hwords. For the moment we onsider M to be unstru tured. (In the next subse tion however, we will introdu e
a hierar hy on it.)
The relation I indi ates whi h emails are assigned to whi h at hwords. In
the example given in the introdu tion, the user might want to assign all the
at hwords `mineau', `i s2000', `program ommitee', ` onferen es', `i s', and
`organisation' to the new email. The in iden e relation is generated in a semiautomati pro ess: (i) an automati string-sear h algorithm may re ognize words
within se tions of an email and suggest relations between the email and some
attributes, (ii) the user may a ept the suggestion or modify it, and (iii) she also
may atta h user de ned attributes to the email. In Se tion 3, we will dis uss how
the user is supported in this assignment pro ess. At the moment, we suppose
that the relation is already given.
Instead of a tree of disjoint folders and sub-folders, we onsider the on ept
latti e B(G; M; I ) as navigation spa e. The formal on epts repla e the folders.
In parti ular, this means that emails an appear in di erent on epts. The most
general on ept ontains all emails. The deeper the user gets in the hierar hy,
the more spe i are the on epts, i. e., the smaller is the number of emails they
ontain. Even so the user may, using general at hwords only, still obtain a great
sear h depth from the onjun tions present in the on ept latti e.

2.2 A hierar hy on the at hwords
In order to support the semi-automati assignment of at hwords to the emails,
we additionally provide the set M of at hwords with a partial order . For
this subsumption hierar hy, we assume that the following ompatibility ondition
holds:
8g 2 G; m; n 2 M : (g; m) 2 I; m  n ) (g; n) 2 I
(z)
(i. e., the assignment of at hwords to emails respe ts the hierar hy on the at hwords). Hen e for assigning at hwords to emails, it is suÆ ient to assign the
most spe i
at hwords only. All more general at hwords will be added automati ally by the system. The maintenan e of the hierar hy will be dis ussed in
the two following se tions.
As an example, the user may want to say that `i s' is a more spe i
at hword than ` onferen es', and that `i s2000' is more spe i than `i s' (i. e.,
`i s2000'`i s'` onferen es'). Emails regarding the produ tion of this paper
are then assigned by the authors to the at hword `i s2000' only (and maybe
additionally to at hwords like ` ole' or `stumme', and to `papers'). When the
authors want to retrieve these emails, they do not need to remember that they
stored them under `i s2000'. They will also nd them under the more general
at hword ` onferen es'. If this at hword provides a list of emails that is too
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Part of a at hword hierar hy

long, then they an either re ne the sear h by taking a sub-term like `i s' or alternatively by adding another at hword, for instan e ` ole'. The next subse tion
des ribes the stru tures whi h support the user in this kind of navigation.
While we note that it is not required by the theory that a parti ular stru ture
be imposed on the hierar hy it is likely that the user will impose some stru tural
notions on (M; ). One appealing and natural notion is to split the hierar hy
into three parts: One part related to ontents of the emails, e. g., if an email is
related to a onferen e or not, if it is used for its organization, et . A se ond
part related to the sender or re eiver of the email. And a third part des ribing
aspe ts of the mailing pro ess (whether it is an inbound or an outbound mail
et .). An example of a hierar hy is given in Figure 1. (The right window of the
s reenshot is explained in Se tion 4.)
Even when the hierar hy imposed on the at hwords by the user is a tree, the
resulting on ept latti e | whi h we use as the sear h spa e | is by no means
a forest. Consider for example the on ept generated by the onjun tion of the
two at hwords `ICCS 2000' and ` onferen e organization'. It will have at least
two in omparable super- on epts, namely the one generated by the at hword
`ICCS 2000' and the one generated by the at hword ` onferen e organization'.
In general, all we know is that the resulting on ept latti e is embedded as a
join-semilatti e in the latti e of all order ideals of (M; ) (i. e., all subsets X of
M s. t. x 2 X and x  y imply y 2 X ).
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The use of this stru ture in the framework of knowledge dis overy in databases is
analyzed in more detail under the name of power s ale in [5℄. Refer also to the
theorem of Birkho (stated for instan e in [3, Theorem 39℄).

2.3 Con eptual s ales for navigating through the set of emails
Con eptual s aling has been introdu ed in order to deal with many-valued attributes. Often attributes are not one-valued, as for instan e with the at hwords
given above, but instead allow a range of values. This is modeled by a manyvalued ontext. A many-valued ontext is roughly equivalent to a relation of a
relational database with one eld being a primary key. As one-valued ontexts
are spe ial ases of many-valued ontexts, on eptual s aling an also be applied
to one-valued ontexts in order to redu e the omplexity of the visualization.
In this paper, we only deal with one-valued formal ontexts. Readers who
are interested in the exa t de nition of many-valued ontexts and the use of
on eptual s aling in this more general ase are referred to [3℄. Applied to onevalued ontexts, on eptual s ales are used to determine the on ept latti e
whi h arises from one verti al `sli e' of a large ontext:

De nition 1. A on eptual s ale for a subset B  M of attributes is a (onevalued) formal ontext SB := (GB ; B; 3) with GB  P(B ). The s ale is alled
onsistent with respe t to K := (G; M; I ) if fg g0 \ B 2 GB for ea h g 2 G. For a
onsistent s ale SB, the ontext SB(K ) := (G; B; I \ (G  B )) is alled its realized
s ale.

Con eptual s ales are used to group together related attributes. They are determined as required by the user, and the realized s ales are derived from them
when a diagram is requested by the user.
The Con eptual Email Manager stores all s ales whi h the user has de ned in
previous sessions. To ea h s ale, she an assign a unique name. This is modeled
by a mapping.

De nition 2. Let S be a set, whose elements are alled s ale names. The mapping

:S

! P(M)

de nes for ea h s ale name s 2 S a s ale Ss := S (s).

For instan e, the user may introdu e a new s ale whi h lassi es the emails
a ording to being related to a onferen e by adding a new element `Conferen e' to S and by de ning (Conferen e) := fCKP `96; AA 55; KLI `98; Wissen `99;
ICCS 2000g.
Observe that S and M need not be disjoint. This allows for instan e the
following onstru tion whi h dedu es on eptual s ales dire tly from the subsumption hierar hy: Let S := fm 2 M j 9n 2 M : n < mg, and de ne, for
s 2 S , (s) := fm 2 M jm  sg (with x  y if and only if x < y and there is
no z s. t. x < z < y ). This means that all at hwords m 2 M whi h are neither
minimal nor maximal in the hierar hy are at the same time onsidered as the
name of s ale Sm and as at hword of another s ale Sn (where m  n). In this
paper, we will all s ales onstru ted this way default s ales.
This last onstru tion has rst been presented in [10℄ for de ning a hierar hy
of on eptual s ales for the library information system [7℄. In [10℄, however, only

this spe ial onstru tion was onsidered. It turns out that, in general, a more
exible onstru tion is desirable. In the library information system, for instan e,
one is also interested in s ales for the minimal elements in (M; ). Ea h su h s ale
Sm has as attributes the upper overs of m (i. e., all n 2 M with m  n). This
onstru tion is made possible by using the fun tion whi h we have introdu ed
in this paper.

3 Requirements of the Con eptual Email Manager
In this se tion, we dis uss requirements of a on eptual email manager based
on the paradigm of Formal Con ept Analysis. In the following se tion we shall
explain how our implementation responds to these requirements.
The requirements may be divided along the same lines as the underlying
mathemati al stru tures de ned in Se tion 2. Brie y stated the requirements
are:
1. to assist the user in building, browsing and modifying the at hword
hierar hy;
2. to help the user modify the s ale fun tion ;
3. to allow the user to manage the assignment of at hwords to email
do uments; and
4. to assist the user in sear hing the on eptual spa e of emails for both
individual emails, and also on eptual groupings of emails.
In addition to the requirements stated above, a good email system needs to be
able to send, re eive and display emails by pro essing the various email formats
and intera ting with the urrent popular email proto ols. Sin e these requirements are already well understood and implemented by existing email programs
they will not be dis ussed further in detail in this paper.

Browsing and Modifying the Cat hword Hierar hy. The at hword hierar hy is a partially ordered set (M; ) where ea h element of M is a at hword.
Listed below are requirements related to browsing and modifying of the at hword hierar hy.
1. The program should display graphi ally the stru ture of the partial order
(M; ). The ordering relation must be learly evident to the user.
2. It must be possible, via a series of graphi al manipulations initiated by the
user and implemented in the program to add and to delete elements and to
alter the ordering relation. It should be possible to reate any partial order
within a reasonable size limit.

Modifying the S ale Fun tion. The user must be able to modify the s ale
fun tion , explained in Se tion 2. Therefore the tool should provide a suitable
visualization of the fun tion. The program must allow an overlap between the
set S of s ale names, and the set M of at hwords.

Managing the Assignment of Cat hwords to Emails. The program should
store the formal ontext (G; M; I ) and ensure that the ompatability ondition

(z) is always satis ed. It is inevitable that the program will have sometimes to
modify the formal ontext, after a hange is made to the at hword hierar hy,
in order to satisfy the ompatability ondition. This modi ation an be made
either automati ally, or via an intera tive pro ess where the user is asked whether
the hanges should be made.
The program must support two me hanisms for the asso iation of at hwords
to emails. Firstly there should be a me hanism as des ribed in Se tion 2.1 by
whi h emails are semi-automati ally asso iated with at hwords based on the
email ontent. Se ondly the user should be able to view and modify the asso iation of at hwords with emails.

Navigating the Con eptual Spa e. The program should assist the navigation of the on eptual spa e of the emails by drawing line diagrams of on ept
latti es arising from on eptual s ales [3℄. These line diagrams should extend to
lo ally nested line diagrams [9, 10℄. The program must allow the retrieval and
viewing of emails that form the extension of on epts displayed in these line
diagrams.

4 Implementation
This se tion divides the des ription of the implementation of our on eptual
email manager, CEM, into a stru ture similar to that presented in Se tion 3.

4.1 Cat hword Hierar hy
Browsing the Hierar hy. The user is presented with a view of the hierar hy,
(M; ) as a tree widget, shown in Figure 1. The tree widget has the advantage
3

that most omputer users are familiar with its operation, and that it provides
a ompa t representation (in the sense of spa e used on the s reen) of a tree
stru ture.
The at hword hierar hy, being a partially ordered set, has a more general
stru ture than that of a tree. No limitation is pla ed by the program on the
stru ture of the partial order in general. Following is a de nition of the tree
derived from the at hword hierar hy with the purpose of de ning the ontents
and stru ture of the tree widget.
Let (M; ) be a partially ordered set and denote the set of all sequen es of
elements from M by M  (in luding the empty sequen e "). Then the labeled
tree derived from the at hword hierar hy is omprised by (T; v; label) where
T := f(m ; : : : ; mn ) 2 M  j mi  mi ; mn 2 max(M )g [ f"g, w v w
i w is a suÆx of w , and label: T n f"g ! M is the fun tion de ned by
label(m ; : : : ; mn ) := mn .
1
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1

2

1
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A widget is a graphi al user interfa e omponent with a well de ned behaviour
usually mimi king some physi al obje t.

a

11111
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b
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a
insert
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00000
00000
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b
00000
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00000
11111
00000
11111

Fig. 2.
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00000
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00000
11111
00000
11111

Insert and removal ordering operation

Ea h tree node is identi ed by a path from a at hword to the top of the
at hword hierar hy. Although the tree representation has the disadvantages
that elements from the partial order o ur multiple times in the tree and that
the tree an be ome large, the saving of spa e and the regular stru ture are our
reasons to prefer it to other order representations. If the user keeps the number
of elements with multiple parents in the partial order to a small number then
the tree is manageable.
Modifying the hierar hy (M; ). The program provides four operations
for modifying the hierar hy: insert at hword, remove at hword, insert
ordering and remove ordering. More omplex operations provided to the user,
for example moving an item in the taxonomy, are resolved internally to sequen es
of these four operations. In this se tion we denote the order lter (also alled
the up-set) of m as " m := fx 2 M j m  xg, the order ideal (also alled
the down-set) of m as # m := fx 2 M j x  mg, the lower over of m as
m := fx 2 M j x  mg, and the upper over of m as m:= fx 2 M j x  mg.
The operation insert at hword simply adds a new at hword to M , and
leaves the  relation un hanged. This means that the new at hword is in omparable to all other at hwords. The remove at hword operation takes a single
parameter a 2 M , and simply removes a from M and ((# a) fag) [ (fag (" a))
from the ordering relation.
The operation insert ordering takes two parameters a; b 2 M and inserts
into the relation , the set (# b)  (" a). The operation has been drawn in the
left diagram in Figure 2 whi h serves as a form of Venn-Diagram for the up-sets
and down-sets of a and b before and after the insert operation. The shading gives
an indi ation of orresponding regions.
The insertion of the ordering b  a into  will require the insertion of the
set fg 2 G j (g; b) 2 I g  ("a n "b) into I . The portion of M whose image under
the relation I will require an update is the upper shaded part in the rightmost
diagram in Figure 2.
The operation remove ordering takes two parameters a; b 2 M where a is
an upper over of b. The remove ordering operation removes from  the set
((#b) n (#(a nfbg)))  (("a) n "(b nfag)). The right diagram in Figure 2 may
be used to visualize the remove operation. Similarly to the insert operation, the
removal of the ordering b  a from  will require a re- omputation of the image
in I under the elements from fag  (("a) n "(b nfag)). This region has been
shaded in the upper right of Figure 2.

Fig. 3.

Dialog for editing (Emails with Cole)

4.2 Modifying the S ale Fun tion
The set S of s ale names, as explained in Se tion 2, is not ne essarily disjoint
from M , thus the tree representation of M already presents a view of a portion
of S . In order to redu e the omplexity of the graphi al user interfa e, we make
S equal to M . That is: all at hwords are s ale names, and all s ale names are
at hwords. Su h an assumption is made possible by the de nition, given in
Se tion 2, of the default s ale for a at hword. A result of this de nition is that
at hwords with no lower overs will map, under the s ale fun tion, , to the
empty set.
The fun tion maps ea h at hword m to a set of at hwords. The program
displays this set of at hwords, when requested by the user, using a dialog (see
Figure 3). The dialog box ontains a set of at hwords available for membership
in (m). In Figure 3 this set of andidates has been restri ted to the down-set
of m. An i on (either a green ti k or a red ross) is used to indi ate membership
(or not) in the set of at hwords given by (m). By li king on the i on the user
an hange the de nition of (m).
By displaying only the down-set of m in the dialog box, the program restri ts
the de nition of to (m)  (# m). This restri tion has an e e t on the \remove
ordering operation" de ned on (M; ). When the ordering of a  b is removed
the image of the fun tion for attributes in " a is automati ally he ked and if
ne essary modi ed.
The program has an intended mode of operation for expert users in whi h
the restri tion on the de nition of (m)  #m is lifted. In this mode the user
has all at hwords available for in lusion in (m), and he may hoose the set S
of s ale names to be di erent from the set M of at hwords.
When the fun tion is hanged by the user then the set fSs j s 2 Sg of
s ales is hanged automati ally. This update o urs regardless of the mode of
operation. The new/modi ed s ales an then be used dire tly for navigating in
the on ept spa e as des ribed in Se tion 4.4.

4.3 Asso iating Emails with Cat hwords
Ea h member of (M; ) is asso iated with a query term, whi h in this appli ation
is a set of se tion/word pairs. For our purposes a se tion of an email is either
a header eld, e. g. the \From:" eld, or the se tion \body" whi h is omposed
of the parts of the email dire tly en oding text. More formally stated: Let H
be the set of se tions found in the email do uments, W the set of words found
in the email do uments, then the fun tion query: M ! P(H  W ) atta hes to
ea h attribute a set of se tion/word pairs.
Let G be a set of email do uments. Five relations, Q, R, R , R , and I
are de ned for managing the di erent ways in whi h email do uments may be
asso iated with at hwords. Q  G  (H  W ) is a relation between do uments
and se tion/word pairs. The relation member (g; (h; w)) 2 Q indi ates that
do ument g has word w in se tion h. Q is stored via an inverted le index
and is only updated when new email is presented to the system. The relation
R  G  M is derived from the relation Q and the fun tion query via: (g; m) 2 R
i (g; (h; w)) 2 Q for some (h; w) 2 query(m). The relation R is only used as an
intermediate step and is al ulated from Q as required by the program.
The relations R and R store user judgments saying whether or not an
email should have a at hword m. These judgments will \over-rule" the relation
R. We impose the onstraint
4

+

+

(("R ) \ (#R )) = ; (#)
!

+

on the two relations R and R , saying that a user is not allowed to ontradi t
himself. I. e., he is not allowed, for m  n, to assign (g; m) to R and (g; n) to
R .
The relation I respe ting the ompatibility ondition (z) is derived from the
relations R, R and R using the following operator: For any relation J 
G  M , we de ne J z := f(g; m) 2 G  M j 9n 2 M : (g; n) 2 J; n  mg. We
obtain I as the in iden e relation for the formal ontext (G; M; I ) mentioned in
Se tion 2 by I := ((R n R ) [ R )z .
These ve relations are required to a ommodate the di erent ways in whi h
an email may be asso iated with at hwords. Q and R asso iate emails with
at hwords via an automati pro ess based on ontent and queries atta hed to
at hwords, R and R asso iate email based on user input, and I ombines
these two sour es with the hierar hy de ned over the at hwords. By separating
the relations for automati asso iations of at hwords to emails from the relations
for user de ned asso iations, the program maintains a pure keyword index into
the email olle tion. Relations R and I are derived from Q, R , and R , and
so need not be stored. Storing I however greatly redu es the time omplexity of
the program.
When a bat h of new emails, Gb , is presented to the program, the relation
Q is updated automati ally by inserting new pairs, Qb , into the relation. The
+

+

+

+

+

+
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The MIME extension to the email format allows an email do ument to have multiple
parts. These multiple parts are sometimes referred to as atta hments.

Fig. 4.

Interfa e for viewing email and asso iating email with at hwords

modi ation of Q into Q [ Qb will ause an insertion of pairs Rb into R a ording
to query(m) and then subsequently an insertion of new pairs Ib into I . The
de nitions are:
Qb  Gb  (H  W )
Rb = f(g; m) j 9 (h; w) 2 query(m) and (g; (h; w)) 2 Qb g
Ib = f(g; m) j 9 m  m with (g; m ) 2 Rb g
1

1

The user an modify the asso iation of emails with at hwords in two ways.
Firstly by hanging the relations R and R and se ondly by making modi ations to the query fun tion. In order to explain the user interfa e for making
modi ations to R and R we introdu e the following notation. For an email
g 2 G, we de ne the restri tion of any relation J  G  M to this email by
Jg := J \ (fgg  M ). For the purpose of brevity of expression we shall say m
belongs to Jg if (g; m) 2 Jg .
The user is able to view individual emails as shown in Figure 4. In this mode
i ons are atta hed to at hwords in the tree widget displayed to the left of the
email. These i ons indi ate to the user how ea h of the at hwords is related to
the displayed email by R, R , and R . The user is able to hange the relations
R and R by intera ting with the i ons.
+

+

+

+

1.
2.
3.
4.

If m is not in Rgz , (Rg )z , or Rg then no i on is displayed.
If m is in Rgz then a yellow ti k (shown as white in Fig. 4) is displayed.
If m is in Rg then a red ross is displayed.
If m is in (Rg )z then a green (shown as bla k in Fig. 4) ti k is displayed.
+

+

All ombinations of these i ons whi h do not in lude at the same time a red
ross and a green ti k are possible.

The user an then determine that the displayed email has a at hword in I if
there is either a green ti k or a yellow ti k in the absen e of a red ross. The program provides two basi operations, asso iate attribute and disasso iate
attribute from whi h more omplex operations for use in the user interfa e
may be onstru ted. The asso iate attribute operation takes two parameters, an email do ument, and a at hword m. The operation inserts the pair
(g; m) into R , and removes, for all n  m, (g; s) from R . Similarly the operation disasso iate attribute takes two parameters, an email and a at hword.
The operation inserts (g; m) in R and removes, for all n  m, (g; n) from R .
The onstru tion of the two operators guarantees that the onstraint (#) is
always satis ed.
The user is also able to in uen e the way that R is derived from Q by
modifying the query fun tion. The user is able to modify (m) using the S ale
Query eld in the dialog box shown in Figure 3. After any su h modi ation to
the query fun tion the relations R and I are modi ed a ordingly.
New emails presented to the system for automated indexing ause a modiation to the inverted le index onsisting only of new entries. The insertion
of new email do uments into an inverted le index is an eÆ ient operation. The
omplexity of inserting ea h do ument is O(1). When the user makes a modiation to either R or R of a removal or insertion of (g; m) this will ause
all at hwords in the order lter of m, or order ideal, resp., to be updated in I .
The expense of su h an update depends on how I is stored but is likely to be
O(log(n)) where n is the average number of do uments per attribute.
It is useful for the system to maintain the relation R for spe ial at hwords
dependent on observation by the program of the users behavior. Two examples of
su h at hwords are \read emails" for emails that the user has displayed at some
time, and \unseen emails" for emails that the user has not yet been noti ed of.
+

+

+

+

4.4 Navigating the Con eptual Email Spa e
To assist the user in navigating the on eptual spa e of emails, the program
draws simple line diagrams and (lo ally) nested line diagrams. A simple line
diagram is used to visualize a single s ale, while nested line diagrams are used
to visualize ombinations of s ales. The on ept latti es, from whi h the nested
line diagrams are drawn, are omputed from the ontexts given by S s . The
ontexts are al ulated using the algorithm reported in [1℄, and the on ept
latti es are al ulated from these ontexts via Ganter's algorithm [3℄.
The user may navigate the on eptual spa e of emails do uments for di erent
purposes:
( )

1. to nd olle tions of emails themati ally linked;
2. to review the pre ision and re all of queries atta hed to at hwords by omparing them with at hwords based on user judgments (for the purpose of
re ning them for improving the query fun tion); and
3. to review patterns of ommuni ation between di erent groups.

Fig. 5.

Con ept Latti e derived from the S ale for \Conferen e Related".

Of these purposes the rst is the most useful to ommon users of the program. A
simple s enario in whi h the user has this rst purpose is presented here. Imagine
a resear her who was in the Program Committee (PC) of ICCS '97 and was at
that time o-authoring with other members of the PC for the same onferen e.
For the organization of a onferen e in the year 2000, she wants to retrieve
some fa ts about the organization of ICCS '97. But she only remembers that she
ex hanged this information with one of the people she was o-authoring with
for ICCS '97, and that it was only one tiny part of a mail overing all kinds of
topi s.
The resear her may begin her sear h by requesting a line diagram for the
s ale named \Conferen e Related". This s ale is shown in Figure 5. It shows that
from her 2344 emails in total, there are 222 emails related to onferen es, 145
of whi h are related to onferen es with papers submitted and 110 of whi h are
related to both onferen e organisation and program ommittees. The resear her
de ides that the email she is looking for is likely to be under the at hword
\Conferen es with Papers". As there are too many emails in its extent to be
read through, she may for instan e want to expand the on ept. By hoosing the
s ale S
, she obtains Figure 6.
Now the resear her an for instan e he k the 19 mails related to \ICCS '97"
and \Conferen e Organization/Program Committee". If she still doesn't nd
the email she is looking for there, then she has to he k either the 86 papers
related to \ICCS '97" or even all 115 emails under the at hword \Conferen e
Organization". Before doing this, however, she might want to di erentiate these
on epts further, e. g. by zooming into them with the s ale \Members of ICCS '97
Program Committee". If this s ale doesn't exist yet, then she an reate it on
Conferen es 1997

Fig. 6. Con ept Latti e derived from the S ales for \Conferen e Related" and \Conferen es with Papers".

the y using the widget for modifying the s ale fun tion (and eventually store
it for further use).
Note that with a lassi al, tree-stru tured sear h hierar hy (where one usually
has the names of the orrespondents on the highest level), one would be for ed
to s an all bran hes starting with the names of the o-authors before one an
tell the system onstraints like \Conferen e Related".

5 Outlook
Having ompleted a prototype implementation of CEM (available on request
from the rst author, the next step is to evaluate its operation in daily use and
to measure is s alability with respe t to large data sets and distributed olle tions of email. We also onsider allowing the user to impose more stru ture on
M in luding onjun tive impli ations and negation, following the mathemati al
foundation presented in [4℄, as well as a more expressive language for the query
fun tion whi h allows for instan e disjun tive queries.
Although CEM has been in this paper applied to email do uments it has a
more general use as a do ument management system. The next step therefore is
to extend the urrent ar hite ture to allow the user to asso iate at hwords with
les a essible remotely via the internet and also lo ally with the users private
olle tion. This next step has the hallenge of dealing with a large number of
proto ols and le formats. The emergen e of standards su h as XML and RDF
gives some hope for a general and uni ed method for pro essing of this myriad
of data formats. Looking further ahead one an onsider how a on eptual le

management system might be used in a group environment or at an enterprise
level where several users ontribute to the stru ture of the hierar hy and the
asso iation of at hwords with les.
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